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Sol’s Second PunishmentSol’s Second Punishment

dub/noncon | unsanitary | piss | public use | humiliation | impregnation | STD |
scat (used tp in mouth/holes) | petplay | coercion | smegma | bladder control |

pee holding | forced orgasm | clitless | nullification | abuse | tmpreg
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Everything on this book is 100% fictional, no living being (human or otherwise) was harmed when drawing or writing these situations. All characters
are over 18 and none of them are based off any real person.  Do not ever try to reproduce any of the things decipted on this page in real life. The

immoral acts and/or dialogue of these fictional characters are not a representation of the author’s actual beliefs.
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“H-hello! My name is Soleil!! My uhm... my master
instructed me to be your pet toilet for today!”
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instructed me to be your pet toilet for today!”

“Awwn, you’re so cute when you
talk like that!~”

“Awwn, you’re so cute when you
talk like that!~”

“I still can’t believe such a cute little thing
like you has such messed up tastes”

“I still can’t believe such a cute little thing
like you has such messed up tastes”

Those men, of course, have no idea this has nothing
to do with Sol’s own wants. This, among many other

situations, is just another way for Amon, his
“master”, to torment the him further. Sadly for
Soleil, he has no choice but to do as he is told.
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“I trust you all did what my master asked of you?
That was very important to hi- I mean, to us...”
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After Soleil had been forced to go through 24hrs of
state mandated public service as punishment for some

petty crime (due to Amon pulling strings in the
background), he has not known peace. Amon has made
sure to ruin all chances of him surviving on his own, just
so Sol would completely depend on him and be forced

to go along with his all of his messed up plans.
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“Yes!! i haven't washed or even
changed my underwear for a

whole month!”
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“I’m pretty sure I have some STD but
he said you would like it even more so

it’s still ok, right?”
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